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ABSTRACT

This report presents principles and guidelines for sampling nuclear
materials to measure chemical and 1 sotopic content of the material. Develop-
ment of sampUng plans and procedures that maintain the random and systematic
errors of sampling within acceptable limits for SNM accounting purposes are
emphasized.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR SAMPLING NUCLEAR MATERIALS
FOR SNM ACCOUNTING MEASUREMENTS

1,0 INTRODUCTION

Measurement control 1s a necessary element in special nuclear materials
(SNM) control and accounting. To be fully effective* a formal measurement
control program must consider all sources of errors* Including those arising
from sampling of materials for chemical and 1sotop1c analyses. Sampling
1s unique as a source of measurement error. It does not lend Itself to the
usual test of accuracy, namely* measurement of a physical standard 1n parallel
with unknowns. Yet any errors 1n sampling and any errors Introduced 1n pre-
paring samples for analysis are Imposed directly on the composition measure-
ments that follow. In effect, the results of the analyses can be no better
than the samples. It 1s Important* therefore, that the sources of sampling
errors and techniques for minimizing and monitoring sampling errors at each
SNM measurement point 1n a facility be understood.

The objective of this report Is to present general principles of good
sampling practice and specific guidelines for the monitoring and control of
sampling error. These principles and guidelines are considered an essential
part of a quality control program for SNM accounting measurements.

2.0 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 BACKGROUND

The process of sampling consists of drawing a relatively small number
of Individual Items or portions from a large number of Items or a quantity
of material, I.e., a "population". The purpose Is to describe the population
based on the Information obtained from measurements of the Individual
samples. In the nuclear Industry the population of Interest Is usually a
lot, or some subdivision of a lot (sublot, batch or container), of SNM. In
this report the process of sampling Is considered to Include all preparatory



operations required prior to making the desired measurements. These
operations may Include preparing the bulk material for sampling (e.g.*
blending), taking the sample Increments, packaging and storing* and preparing
the sampie(s) for making the measurements (e.g.. pulverizing, blending and
subsampUng).

The Items or portions taken from the population, which we will refer to
as sample Increments, may ta analyzed Individually, or may be eempestted into
one or more gross samples from which analytical samples are selected. Figure 1
Illustrates a simple pattern for selecting and compositing Increments. Each
step may be replicated. The pattern shows two alternatives for analyzing the
gross sample. The first provides for a quantity reduction (division or
splitting) before preparing analytical samples* and the second omits splitting,
providing for analyses which do not require sample division. The manner of
selecting the analytical samples can vary according to the type of material
Involved, the degree of homogeneity, the stability of the material and other
factors. Grab or dip sampling, thief sampling, and riffling (e.g., spinning
disk Mffler) are common sampling techniques whose applicability depends upon
the properties of the material to be sampled.

FIGURE 1. A Typical Sampling Pattern



The process of sampling and preparing samples for analysis may Involve
several other steps beside selecting the Increments, compositing and split-
ting. Examples are drying, blending* part1cle-s1ze reduction (grinding,
milling or crushing) and screening. Part1cle-s1ze reduction, screening and
blending may either precede or follow splitting* * ' (see Section 2.2.6).

Sampling procedures arc, to a great extent, process dependent, and
specific procedures often are applicable to only a particular facility.
Differences 1n equipment and processes often preclude simple transfer of a
successful sampling procedure from one facility to another. An understanding
of the properties of a material and, particularly, Its degree of hcmogenity
1s necessary before a sampling procedure can be established.

Many subjects 1n this report are treated only briefly because adequate
detailed treatments are available 1n the literature to which references are
given. References 1 through 7 may be consulted forjgreater detail 1n sampling
theory and principles.

2.1.1 Terminology

The following terms will be used frequently 1n this report:

A definite quantity of material relatively uniform 1n composition
and produced under comparable conditions of production. Lot structure
1s usually predetermined by process batching practices, which, 1n turn,
are dictated by such factors as blending equipment capacity, lot
structure of the feed material, operating continuity and administrative
requirements (e.g., product specifications).

• Batch

A quantity of material that has been or will be treated as a
single entity; generally a sublot.

• Increment

A quantity of material taken In a single sampHnr, action;
I.e., a single portion.



• Gross Sample

A sample that represents a lot, batch, container or other specified
quantity of material, frequently obtained by combining several Increments,
1n which case It may also be called a composite sample.

• Prepared Sample

A sample that has been processed according to an established pro-
cedure, such as blending, pulverizing and splitting, and placed 1n a
container, labeled, and readied for the laboratory. It may also be
called a laboratory sample.

• -Splitting of Samples

The process of subdividing a gross sample to obtain several lesser
quantities of material representative of the gross sample. Splitting
also often Involves pulverizing, sieving, and blending and may be carried
out 1n several stages. Common splitting techniques are coning and
quartering, alternate-shovel splitting, spinning disk riffling, and
chute Hff11ng*2'3»8) (see Section 2.2.6).

• Analytical Sample

A measured portion of a prepared sample that 1s used (often
destructively) for an analysis. The analytical sample may be dissolved
and separate aliquots of the solution used for each of several tests or
analyses.

2,1.2 Common Sampling Techniques

Techniques for taking sample Increments vary from simple dip or grab
sampling to the use of sophisticated mechanical devices which, for example,
select a fraction of the entire cross section of material 1n a container or
flowing stream. The choice of sampling technique depends on the physical
characteristics of the material (e.g., physical state, stability and, for
powders, the particle size distribution and surface energy), the material
variability relative to the required measurement precision, the kind and
number of Items or containers to be sampled, accessibility, and safety
hazards Involved. Materials encountered In the nuclear Industry frequently



are not sufficiently homogeneous to permit reliance on arbitrary sample
selection methods such as grab sampling from easily accessible parts of a lot.
Therefore, random sampling or the closest practical approach to random sampling
1s usually used. This requires that sample Increments be selected 1n such
a way that every possible Increment In the population has a finite and pre-
dictable chance of selection.

Techniques and devices 1n common use for sampling liquids and powders,
and adaptable to random sampling are:

1) Liquid Thief Probe

A closed bottle or tube that can be opened for filling at any
desired level 1n the liquid, .

2) Powder Thief Probe

A closed tube that 1s Inserted Into a material, and then opened to
allow filling at the desired place 1n the powder (usually along the full
length of the probe).

3) Vacuum or Pneumatic Probe

An open-ended tube which can be evacuated to draw a powder or
liquid through the tube and Into a sample receiver. The tube 1s Inserted
Into the material at the same rate the material flows up the tube.

4) Core Sampler

An open-ended tube for Insertion Into material that 1s sufficiently
viscous or cohesive that 1t remains 1n the tube when the tube 1s withdrawn.

5) Dip Tube

Similar to a core sampler, I.e., a simple, open-ended, small-diameter
tube Inserted slowly Into a liquid, then closed at the top to prevent
flow-out when the tube Is withdrawn.

6) Auger Sampling Probe

A sheathed auger that draws the material up the tube while 1t 1s
being Inserted (anaiagous to a vacuum probe).



7) Flowing-Stream Sampler

A stream splitter that withdraws either continuously or periodically
a portion of the moving material. This type of sampler 1s readily
automated, and many variations of this type of design are used 1n powder
and liquid sampling* ' (see spinning disk sampler below).

8) Outlet Sampling

Manual or mechanical withdrawal of a portion from a conveyor or
mixer outlet. In the case of liquids the withdrawal may be from the
drain line.

9) Petcock Sampling

Withdrawal of liquid sample from a flowing stream, a tank, or a
redrcuiatlng line on a tank through a fixed tube and valve.

10) Spinning Disk Sampler*7'8*

A rotating device that captures a small Increment (a complete cruss-
sectional portion) of a flowing stream at frequent Intervals during the
time the material 1s flowing.

2.2 SAMPLING PLANS

A sampling plan describes a procedure for providing test units (samples)
from which some property of the material sampled can be determined within a
desired limit of error. The procedure used to select samples of a material
can be very simple 1f the material 1s uniform throughout 1n the properties
of Interest. Because this 1s often not the case, sampling procedures need
to be designed so that samples and sample composites reliably represent the
average quality or composition of the batch of material being sampled. In
addition, the procedures need to be designed so that they can provide the
desired Information within known and reproducible limits of error and at a
reasonable cost. Consequently* successful sampling requires that sampling
be done according to a plan that provides control over all parameters that
may affect the quality of a sample.



Preparing a sampling plan Involves specifying the population (and sub-
populations, 1f any) to be sampled, the sampling units from which Increments
will be selected, and the specific physical and statistical sampling tech-
niques (e.g., frequency or schedule, compositing and subsampUng patterns,
and sampling and analysis replication patterns) to be used, In accordance
with predetermined measurement objectives. Kay steps 1n developing and
applying a sampling plan Include:* '

1) Making the purpose of the sampling clear; I.e., defining the population
and the specific Information desired,

2) Knowing the characteristics of the population,

3) Determining the measurement and sampling errors, Including the process
variances (e.g., w1th1n-lot and between-lot variances),

4) Preparing clearly written sampling Instructions,

5) Testing the procedure thoroughly,

6) Training the sampling personnel and monitoring their work,

7) Periodically rechecking the procedures.

It 1s obvious that most of the following Information will be y/ery helpful,
1f not absolutely necessary, 1n preparing an effective sampling plan:

• The physical and chemical properties of the material to be sampled,
Including Its stability,

• The lot and/or batch structure,

• The locations of the material to be sampled,

• The Inherent homogenity of the material and Its potential for stratifi-
cation, particularly as 1t may be affected by processing variations,

, conveying, and transporting,

• The availability of means for mixing the material prior to sampling,

• The accessibility of all Items or containers for sampling, and

• The use to be made of the sampling and measurement results, and the
precision and accuracy required to accomplish the desired ends.



2« 2 < 1 Probability Sampling

Samples for SNM accounting measurements are taken by random selection
procedures according to known probabilities so that the mean and process
variance*8' estimates for the sample characteristics can be used to derive
unbiased estimates of the mean and variance of the corresponding character-
istics of the population. Probability sampling requires that 1) eyery portion
cf the population have a finite chance of selection, 2) the probabilities of
selection be known, and 3) the measured values be weighted 1n Inverse propor-
tion to the probabilities of selection, either 1n sample compositing or 1n
the computations.(' Grab or dip sampling Is acceptable only 1f the material
sampled 1s homogeneous, as demonstrated by a test of between-sample variab-
ility which should be sufficiently small to have a negligible effect on the
overall measurement error.

Probability sampling may be performed by simple random sampling, strati-
fied sampling, or systematic sampling.*1* * f5' Simple random sampling
consists of selecting a finite number of units out of the population such
that eyjery unit of that size 1n the population has an equal chance of being
chosen. The selections are made by using random number lists or by drawing
cards from a bowl—not by haphazard or subjective means. In sampling liquid
or bulk solid materials (I.e., from a population of an essentially continuous
medium rather than discrete Items) multiple stage sampling (subsampiing) 1s
usually applied (see Figure 1). To reduce the possibility of sampling error
In the subsampUng stages, the samples are thoroughly blended between stages.

In stratified sampling the Items 1n the population are grouped Into
two or more classes called strata, each of which 1s Independently sampled.
For example, a population of N units Is divided Into subpopulations of N-j, N2.
. . .NL units, respectively. These subpopuiations have no elements 1n common
and together are the complete population (N-j + N2 + . . . + NL • N). If a
simple random sample Is taken 1n each stratum, the procedure Is called strat-
ified random sampling. The probabilities of selection need not be the same
from stratum to stratum. For example, 1f N^, N2, . . . and N, are of unequal
size, one may select more sample Increments from larger strata than from

B use process variance to refer.to the variability between Increments
within the population, not Including the measurement variance.

8



from smaller strata so that the sampling error affecting the mean values of
the measured characteristics 1s smaller for the larger strata than for the
smaller strata. If the data from several strata are to be combined and the
probabilities of selection of Individual Items or Increments are not equal,
the quantity of material from each stratum Included 1n the composite sample
should be proportional to the probability of selection, or each stratum
composite should be analyzed separately and the measurement data obtained
should be weighted proportionally 1n combining the results.

Systematic sampling (also called Interval sampling) consists of taking
Increments 1n a repetitive pattern such as every nth Item 1n a lot or at fixed
time Intervals from a continuous process. This 1s often done when the
population has a known order, such as the sequence 1n which containers are
filled. Systematic sampling from such a population 1s performed by selecting
a unit at random from the first k units and every kth unit thereafter. The
selection of the first unit determines the selection of all other units;
therefore, 1t must be selected at random unless 1t 1s known that the vari-
ability from unit to unit Is negligible. Systematic sampling, In effect,
stratifies the population Into n strata, each of k units.

Systematic sampling can result 1n bias 1f the population characteristics
vary systematically 1n the sequence. If the population characteristic
varies 1n a cyclic manner, the sample Increments chosen may, by chance, come
predominantly from the same part of the cycle. However, systematic sampling
1s often simpler to perform and less subject to operator error than either
simple random sampling or stratified sampling

Some of the common sampling devices listed 1n Section 2.1.2 have
limitations with respect to random sampling. Thief, core and probe sampling
devices usually cannot take a portion of a material close to the bottom of a
container. Sampling along the sides 1s precluded 1n some techniques. For
example, a common drum-sampling procedure' ' Involves Insertion of thief
sampler probes through a template with three holes, 120° apart at three
radial distances from the axis. With this technique, rotational positioning
1s random and the three sample portions are cross sections of the drum con-
tents, top-to-bottonw but radial positions are fixed. Allen and Khan' '
compared several methods of sampling powder by determining their sampling
variances and made the following recommendations:



1) Preferably, the sample should be taken from a moving stream of the powder.
2) AVI of the powder should pass through the sampling device.
3) It Is preferable to take all of the powder stream for many short Inter-

vals of time rather than to take a part of the stream for all of the time.

Sampling at fixed locations 1s sometimes unavoidable. For example, 1n
tanks of radioactive liquids the sampling tubes are usually permanently
Installed near the bottom of the tank. In this case, thorough mixing or the
tank contents 1s required to Insure that the contents are sufficiently homo-
geneous to obtain a representative sample, I.e., a sample whose expected compo-
sition equals the mean composition of the population (sometimes called a random
sample).

2.2.2 Number of Basic Units or Increments

Sampling error caused by nonhomogeneity of material may be reduced by
1ncr<
.00)

compositing a number of randomly selected Increments.'8' The number of Incre-

ments needed can be calculated as follows:

E • — , or n • - I - t

where E • the desired standard deviation of sampling
n • the number of Increments 1n the composited gross sample, and
ss • the estimated standard deviation of the sampling process (the

between-increments vaH ability).

The value of E may have some practical lower limit affected by the precision
achievable 1n analysis because the errors of sampling and analysis, together,
make up the total composition measurement error. The standard deviation of
the composition value obtained, considering random errors only, Is estimated
by:

' 'The gross sample or composite must be either used as a single analytical
sample or blended, and possibly pulverized to a finer powder, to avoid a
sampling error when subsampiing for analysis.

10



2
where s. Is the analytical process variance* and m 1s the number of analyses

0

made per gross sample. There 1s usually no advantage 1n reducing the sampling

variance component (s$ /n) to less than about one-fourth that of an analytical

process variance. For that case, a reasonable value for n can be estimated

by:
n «

A more sophisticated treatment of sampling may Involve the principle of
optimization of resources. If one considers the problem of sampling k out of
N containers, taking m Independent samples from each container, and performing
N analyses per sample, one can select values of k, m and n that result 1n the
smallest variance for a given amount of time or cost by a statistical technique
such as that described by Stewart" ' or B1ck1ng.' ' Gutmacher and co-authors
describe the application of sampling optimization techniques for determining
the mean piutonium and uranium compositions of piutonium dioxide and uranium
dioxide, respectively." ' Further guidelines for choosing sample Increments
are given 1n References 2, 3, 4, 5, and 12.

2.2.3 Amount of Sample

2.2.3.1 Sizes of Increments

The quantity of sample taken may be dependent upon such parameters as
equipment size (e.g., thief sampler capacity), number of portions composited
from a stream* number of containers sampled, and the physical form of the
material. When a gross sample Is much larger than can be conveniently
accommodated 1n the laboratory, the material 1s blended, pulverized 1f
necessary, and reduced or split to obtain a smaller representative portion
for preparing the analytical sample (see Figure 1).

When coarse particuiate material 1s sampled, the sampling device must
be sufficiently large and of proper geometric design, so that the largest
particles 1n a material can be freely accepted by the device. ASTM Standard
E-300* ' prescribes that the width of the cup, scoop or other sampling device
should be at least three times the diameter of the largest particles being
sampled. Table 1 gives a set of recommended sample Increment scoop sizes
as a function of the maximum particle size 1n the population sampled for very
coarse material.*2' Below 1000 microns any practical scoop size 1s satisfactory.

11



TABLE 1. Scoop Sizes for Powder Sampling**'

Maximum (h)
Particle S1zev '

(mm)

150

100

75

50

20

10

5

1

SCOOD
w

(mm)

350
250

200
150
80 -

60

50

30

Dimensions
d

(mm)

140
110

100

75
45

35

30

15

(c)
1

(mm)
350
2S0

200

150
80

60

50

30

Scoop
Capacity

(cm3)

16,000

7,000

4,000

1,700

300

125

75

13

e Reference 2 for further details.
* 'Determined by the size of the screen that retains B%

of the material.
'C'A rectangular scoop (with open front) with dimensions

of width, depth and length (w, d, 1).

2.2.3.2 Sizes of Gross Samples and Subsaropies

In general, the quantity of gross sample 1s at least three times the
quantity required for all usual analyses and tests. If a sample 1s to be sent
to a shipper or receiver, or to a referee laboratory, the quantity of sample
taken may need to be Increased accordingly. A further consideration Is the
quantity of material required to obtain a random sample with negligible error
due to particle variability. Theoretically, liquid samples can be microscopically
small because liquids are continuous media and can be made perfectly homogeneous.
However, solids are only macroscopicaiiy homogeneous even perfectly randomized.
When the composition of the material may vary between participate species 1n a
mixture, the minimum size of sample required will be affected by the size of the
largest particles In the mixture.

The statistical variability of samples drawn from mixtures of particulate
material Is predicted by a formula developed by applying the Bernoulli equation
to sampling from a binary population. ' Assume that a powder mixture consists
of two constituents, A and B, and p Is the weight fraction of A 1n the mixture. If

12



equal-sized samples are drawn at random from the mixture, the number of particles
of A per sample will fluctuate around a mean value, np, where n 1s the average
number of total particles 1n a sample. According to the binary population
distribution the standard deviation of the value for the number* np, of
particles of A In a sample will be:

a • /np(l-p) (1)

Thus the sampling standard deviation of A 1s primarily a square-root
function of the number of particles of A In a sample. This, 1n turn, 1s
diractly proportional to the sample size and Inversely proportional to the
average particle sizes A and B. The standard deviation of sampling 1s reduced
by Increasing the sample size or by reducing the particle sizes of A and B
(constituent B 1s Involved because n 1s the total number of particles per
sample).

To Illustrate, assume the simple case of a thoroughly blended binary
mixture 1n which p 1s 0.1 and A and B have the same average particle diameter
of 140 p. Also assume that each constituent has a particle density of
3 g/cc and that one-gram samples are taken. The average mass per particle
1s estimated by:

m - f IT (|) p (2)

• 4.31 x 10"6 g,

and the average number of particles per one gram sample 1s the reciprocal of
m, or 2.32 x 10 . Therefore, the standard deviation of the quantity of A per
sample 1s estimated by equation (1):

0 ' /(2.32 xiO5 (0.1) (0.9) • » ( 3 )

• 1.44 x 102 particles.

This corresponds to relative standard deviation (RSO) of 0.62***' as given by:

100a . or 100 FT* . (4)
np

*&'Th1s RSD Is only that component of error due to the statistical behavior of
a mixture of two paniculate materials assumed to have been well blended,
I . e . , a random mixture. Sampling error due to nonhomogeneity 1n a mixture
1s not Involved, but 1s, of course, another possible component of the
sampling error.

13



Equations 1-4 may also be used to calculate the minimum sample size needed to
achieve a desired precision 1n sampling particulate material. Examples of
minimum sample sizes to yield 0.1% relative standard deviation 1n the measured
value of the concentration of a constituent (A) In a simple mixture are given
1n Table 2 for several concentrations and for two 'fferent average particle
sizes.

TABLE 2. Estimated Sample Size 1n Grams for a Relative
Standard Daviatfen of 0.1% in Constituent A
(two component mixtures of uniform particle
size and a particle density of 3 g/cc)

Required.Sample Size.
Percent of A
1n Mixture

1
3
10
20
50

0.0140 cmva;
(140 urn)

430
140
39
17
4

0.007 cml»J
(70 urn)

53
17

i «•

.10 9

2
0.5

» 'Average particle diameter for a particle size range
passing a 100 mesh and retained by a 140 mesh U.S.
Standard sieve.

^ 'Average particle diameter for a particle size range
passing a 200 mesh and retained by a 230 mesh U.S.
Standard sieve.

The theory has been extended to binary mixtures whose constituents have
different particle densities and where an element of Interst, X, Is present
1n both constituent particle types.<6»7»13»14) A typical form of the
equation 1s:

where

ox • ") - V A B/x/ri H
r< (5)

o x • the absolute standard deviation of the percent of x In the

mixture.
dA • the density of the A particles
dB • the density of the B particles
d • the weighted average density of all particles assuming that

all have the same volume.

14



p^ • the percent of x 1n A particles
p0 • the percent of x In B particles
p - the fractional number of total particles that are type A
n • the total number of particles 1n a sample.

Application to mixtures of constituents with different particle size ranges
has also been studied,^5' The well-known s1ze-we1ght ratio rules governing
aggregate size reductions before riffling and subsampling, found 1n the ASTM
sampling standards (see, for example, ASTM Standard D75-71), are derived from
the statistical principles embodied In equations (1) and (5).

This method of estimating sample size 1s Idealized In two ways. First,
1t 1s assumed that only two components* A and B, are present. If more are
present, the desired result may be approximated by classifying all fractions
rich 1n constituent x as one fraction, A, and by classifying all other frac-
tions as a second fraction. Second, 1t 1s assumed that all particles are the
same size and are spherical. In practice, the average volume (or mass) of
particles can be estimated from particle size range measurements (screening,
sedimentation or microscopy). Errors due to such estimation of the size
range as welt as to nonspheridty of the particles are not serious.' • '
Grant and Pel ton have tested the theory experimentally. ' In all cases,
the theory serves as a rough guide, subject to experimental verification.

This theory Illustrates a potential source of sampling error that may
occur with some SNM bearing materials in the nuclear Industry. However,
most nuclear fuel materials are processed as ^ery fine powders.

2.2.4 Time of Sampling

Since compositional analyses are correlated to a bulk measurement (mass
or volume), samples are taken preferably at the same time the bulk measure-
ment Is made. Some leeway In this practice 1s possible If the material 1s
sufficiently stable that no significant changes 1n composition, mass or
volume occur 1n the time Interval between sampling and bulk measurement.
Such leeway may allow samples to be taken at times most efficient or con-
venient for operators, or by mechanical devices such as proportioning or

15



continuous samplers on flowing streams during loading, unloading, or filling
operations. Such techniques often provide the most consistently representa-
tive samples.

2.2.5 Compositing

Frequently sample Increments are combined and blended to form a gross
sample for analysis. The Increments are usually equal to size but may be
vaHftd to accomplish weighting 1n proportion to some variable 1n the popula-
tion such as quantity of material per container.*a' Compositing reduces
analysis costs but forfeits all Information about the variability between
Increments. This can be unimportant 1f the variability 1s already known or
1f a knowfedge of the variability from one part of a lot to another 1s
Irrelevant, as may be the case 1f the material 1s to be thoroughly mixed
later.

Compositing 1s usually done only 1f the material 1s relatively uniform 1n
composition. Useful considerations are: 1) whenever, on the basis of experience
or processing Information, a between-batch variance would be expected to be
significantly greater than w1th1n-batch variance, a gross sample should not
Include material from more than one batch; 2) 1f appreciable container-to-container
variability can occur, the sampling plan should provide for tests of such
containers. If between-container variability 1s excessive, each container
should be sampled and assayed separately.

2.2.6 Splitting Samples

Gross samples may need to be split to obtain smaller subsampies for pro-
cessing 1n the laboratory. Homogeneous material may be subsampied by simple
dip sampling without Introducing bias. However, homogeneity may be difficult
to achieve except with liquids. The common splitting techniques such as

(9347 io\

quartering and coring or use of riffling devices* • • • • ' are designed
to divide samples of powders by a random process that ensures representative
subsampies. Inhomogeneous material may best be subdivided by means of a
spinning disk riffler. Representative samples often are not obtained by other
sampling and subsampiing techniques.' * '
*aJSample Increments of liquids and powders are usually made equal 1n volume.

If there Is an appreciable density difference between Increments, as may
be the case for nonhomogeneous mixtures of solIds or slurries, equal-volume
compositing may not give a representative gross sample.
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As Indicated by theory (see Section 2.2.3.2) powders that are not already
finely divided may need to be pulverized before splitting or subsampUng to
Insure that the size of the subsampie 1s not below the minimum requirements for
the precision desired. Finely divided powders are also less likely to segregate
by particle size during handling/4*13' Some finely divided powders tend to
agglomerate during mixing. Sufficient energy 1s required during mixing these
types of powders to assure that the agglomerates are broken and thorough
blending 1s achieved. Several stages of pulverizing, screening, blending, and
splitting may be used for large samples to reduce the amount of material that
needs to be put through the fine sm-ens of the last stage.

3.0 MONITORING AND CONTROLLING SAMPLING ERROR

3.1 SOURCES OF ERROR IN SAMPLING

Sampling can contribute to material accounting measurement errors.
Potential sources of sampling errors are:

• Excessive variability In the properties, Including composition, of the
material or variability not random with respect to the method of sampling.

• Changes 1n composition of samples during the sample Increment selections,
during compositing, splitting and preparing analytical samples, and
while awaiting analysis.

• Contamination or dilution of samples in sampling equipment such as from
residual liquid 1n sampling lines from previous samplings or from purging
with water or steam.

• Contamination during the sample reduction process from wearing of the
surfaces of grinding equipment.

• In the case of liquids, the presence of suspended solIds or multiple
liquid phases.

• In the case of powders, use of an Increment size or equipment size that
1s too small relative to the particle size distribution of the material
(see Section 2.2.3).

• Segregation among powder fractions during sampling, mixing, splitting
and subsampUng because of particle size or density differences.
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• Improper design or malfunctioning of sampling and mixing equipment.

• Failure of operators to follow prescribed procedures.

A portion taken from any part of a homogeneous lot should have a compo-
sition that 1s not measurably different from the average lot composition.**'
However, homogeneity can be demonstrated only by testing. One may be convinced
that the material 1s "thoroughly mixed" and hence sampling from any portion
(even the top layer) 1s adequate, but 1n the absence of careful tests sycb
assumptions are risky and often lead to Incorrect results.

Sampling error caused by nonhomogeneity of a material will be a random
error, 1n the long term, 1f the sampling process 1s random. If the sampling
standard deviation 1s excessive, 1t can be reduced by compositing many Incre-
ments of sample. When the sampling process 1s not random, a systematic error
can result from nonhomogeneous material. Stratified material or material
varying in a systematic or cyclic pattern can be especially troublesome 1f
systematic sampling (see definition 1n Section 2.2.1) or grab sampling 1s
used. For example, 1f samples are usually taken from the same part of a
batch, such as from the first container, or the top layer of each container
or from the same part of a flowing stream, a sampling bias can occur when the
material composition varies 1n a systematic way.

Homogeneity 1s usually more easily achieved with simple liquids than
powders or multiphase systems such as liquids containing suspended solids.
A material cannot always be well mixed before sampling because of equipment
size or critical1ty limitations. The extent of nonhomogeneity 1n a material
can be determined by measuring the variability 1n composition among replicate
samples.<7»8'17)

Some powder mixtures have a tendency to segregate by particle size,
particle density, other characteristics* during mixing or conveying operations.
Blending such powders by the common rolling, tumbling, or stirring methods 1s
sometimes Ineffective 1n achieving a physically random mixture.*8* • '

* 'The term "homogeneous" 1s applied here 1n a macroscopic sense. A powder
mixture 1s never strictly homogeneous and a more exact description for a
perfectly blended mixture Is "random mixture": I.e., one 1n which the
probability of finding a particle of a given component 1s the same at all
points In the mixture.
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Segregation can occur as a result of handling, vibration during transportation
to the laboratory, and even the blending, splitting and subsampUng operations
1n the laboratory. Such a behavior can affect measurement results because
chemical composition among the particle size fractions of a powder may differ
(because of different rates of reaction toward oxygen or moisture, for example).

The usual ways to reduce sampling error with nonhomogeneous powders are:

• Random selection of multiple Increments.

• Use of flowing stream sampling, with each Increment being a complete
and proportional cross-sectional portion of the stream.

• Use of th" spinning riffler technique.(7)

• Dissolution of the total gross or subgross sarv.ple, followed by subsampUng
the solution for analysis.

Sampling of heterogeneous process materials, such as 11qu1d-so11d mixtures,
scrap, and waste materials, may give large errors even when multiple Increments
are taken. Data reported by Reilly'18) comparing chemical assay and NDA results
for such materials Illustrate the problem. Such errors can be minimized by:

• Subdividing and blending the material, when possible, by such means as
Incinerating and/or grinding.

• Leaching or dissolving the SNM-bear1ng fractions, analyzing the liquid
samples and testing the solid residue by NDA for presence of undissolved
SNM.

• Analyzing whole Items by NDA methods to avoid the necessity of sampling.

Sample Integrity can be lost if the samples are not adequately protected
from contamination and from composition changes by evaporation, precipitation,
polymer formation (e.g., of plutonium polymer 1n liquid samples), hydration or
dehydration, and oxidation or deoxidation during and after sampling. Sample
containers that are not clean and dry may cause excessive contamination or
dilution of samples. In addition, samples may be altered or diluted if the
pipes and valves of sampling systems are not preflushed with the process material
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to ensure that they are free of previously sampled material or water.'a^ Such
sources of error are likely to be consistently 1n one direction, resulting 1n
bias.

3.2 MONITORING RANDOM ERROR

The random error of sampling may be determined by analyzing duplicate
samples and estimating the standard deviation by the method of paired
differences.(^) Th1 s will give an estimate of the combined error of sampling
and analysis and the analytical component must be removed to obtain the sampling
error. If the random error of the analyses 1s not known from other sources, an
appropriate combination of duplicate sample and duplicate analysis data will
permit separation of these two error components by an analysis of variance.* '
To achieve a valid estimate of sampling error by measurement of paired samples,
all sources of error that may affect routine measurements need to be applicable
with equal probability to the duplicate samples. Therefore, the duplicate
samples are taken as Independently as possible and by the same procedure,
Including all mixing and handling steps, as routine samples. It may be
necessary to select the person who takes the samples and the time of sampling
at random because a group of replicate samples taken at one time, or by one
person, 1s likely to have less variability between samples than would be
observed 1f the samples were taken at different times by different persons.
The monitoring 1s also distributed throughout the period of process application.
This has two advantages: 1) 1t provides continual verification of the state
of statistical control of the sampling process, and 2) It allows random error
standard deviation estimates to be matched with sets of process data for the
same period.

3.3 MONITORING SYSTEMATIC ERROR

Bias 1n sampling 1s detected by performing mixing and sampling tests.
The Initial testing of a system 1s generally done to develop mixing and
sampling procedures that yield negligible bias, although application of a
bias correction for sampling 1s not out of the question. Mixing and sampling
tests are repeated periodically to monitor the procedures and to determine 1f
sampling bias has changed significantly. The uncertainty of the bias estimate

e sampling equipment commonly used for remote liquid sampling In nuclear
processing facilities Includes considerable piping plus flush lines, steam
or air jets, and retaining cups.
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1s derived by statistical evaluation of the measurement variability for the
test samples (see examples by Jaech).v '

Methods for determining sampling bias and Its uncertainty by experimental
testing are:

1) Comparing the measurement data from samples taken by the method under
test with data from samples taken by an Independent sampling procedure
known to be substantially unbiased. Possible "unbiased" sampling pro-
cedures are:

• Composite many sample Increments taken at random locations
1n a vessel or from a flowing stream.

• Composite several large sample increments that make up a large
fraction (say 10% or more) of the population being sampled.

• One of the above after an extensive effort at homogenizing the
population.

• Sample with a spinning riffler, progressively subdividing the
entire population to a suitably sized sample. (See Sections 2.2.3 and
?.2.6).

2) Determining the effect of variations 1n a mixing and sampling procedure
on sample composition, including such effects as mixing time, mixing
and sampling technique, time delay before analysis, and ambient conditions.
A mixing and sampling procedure having a negligible bias 1s designed on
the basis of the test results. In this case 1t is necessary to take
steps to ensure that all potential sources of bias are tested and that
the span of testing conditions 1s adequate (see Section 3.1, Sources of
Error 1n Sampling). If a selected condition can be varied with no
observable change in the measured composition, this 1s an Indication
that there 1s no bias attributable to the condition being tested.

3) Testing the sampling equipment and process using known synthetic mixtures.
This is commonly done In pilot plant studies to aid 1n the design of a
sampling system and sampling procedures.

3.4 ROUTINE TESTS OF SAMPLE RELIABILITY

Routine analysis of replicate samples and periodic special tests like
those mentioned above are the usual ways of monitoring the suitability of a
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sampling process. In addition, tests of sample reliability may be made before
the prescribed analyses are attempted to provide a high degree of assurance
that the samples are valid or that the batch homogeneity 1s satisfactory.
This may be accomplished by testing for agreement among replicate samples
by measuring one or two characteristics, such as density and uranium
concentration, before going ahead with the rest of the analyses. Although
the samples are usually chosen at random from a lot or batch, systematicaliy
selected samples (such as the first and last of a run) are sometimes used on
the premise that the heads and tails of a quantity of material are usually
the most deviant.

A procedure developed for control of product solution sampling at the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant* ' 1s an example of sampling quality control.
The product, a concentrated uranyl nitrate solution stored In banks.of criti-
cally safe tanks Is thoroughly mixed by redrculation and 1s then withdrawn 1n
batches of 10 bottles. Two samples are taken from each bottle, one each from
the top and bottom. One of each pair of samples 1s randomly selected to test
for homogeneity. The specific gravity 1s determined for each of the 10 samples;
and 1n addition, the samples from each of the first, second and tenth bottles
are analyzed for U and U. The analytical results are then tested by com-
parison with range controls bused upon the known precisions of the measurements
as established through a quality control program. If, for example, agreement
between the results from the first and second bottles Is not satisfactory, the
remaining sample (top or bottom) from the first bottle Is analyzed to test for
homogeneity within that bottle. If necessary, the bottle Is further mixed by
tumbling and resampied. Similar tests are then applied to the results from
the second and tenth bottles and, successively, other bottles 1n the series.
When and 1f agreement between the specific gravity values on all remaining
bottles and the U and 235|J values on the end bottles are all within limits, the
analytical work Is terminated and the average analytical values for the end
bottles (1, 2, 9, 10) are accepted as the values for the group. If agreement
between bottles Is not satisfactory, the samples from each bottle are analyzed
and reported, and each result Is Identified with U s corresponding bottle.' '

Sampling reliability can also be protected by monitoring the mechanical
performance and condition of the mixing and sampling equipment. The equipment
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may be Inspected frequently and, where feasible, automatic recording of equip-
ment operation (e.g., t1me-on and time-off, pumping rate, or power consumption)
used. In addition, the performance of the operating personnel should be
monitored by supervision through observation and audits. It 1s Important
that samples be routinely Inspected 1n the laboratory before analysis to
detect aonormaiities such as precipitates or plutonium polymerization, multiple
phases, spillage, contamination, and Incomplete, contradictory or ambiguous
labeling. Generally, samples that show evidence of any abnormality are
rejected, or Investigated by special procedures that have been established
for testing, evaluating or analyzing such samples.

3.5 PROTECTING SAMPLE COMPOSITION

Samples can change composition while awaiting analysis 1f they are not
adequately protected. Possible composition changes that may occur were dis-
cussed In Section 3.1. To minimize error, the sample exposure conditions,
such as temperature and humidity and the time delay before analysis, may need
to be controlled. A knowledge of the chemical and physical behavior of the
material Is helpful 1n developing sample handling and packaging procedures that
reduce the effects of sample Instability to acceptably low levels.

Evaporation of solutions can be prevented by the use of proper containers.
Plastic bottles with polyethlene-Hned screw caps are satisfactory 1f solutions
are to be held for only a few weeks, but glass bottles with conical plastic
Inserts 1n the caps are necessary 1f the solutions are to be retained
longer. ( 1 2 f 2 1* 2 2 f 2 3 ) Pressure will build up 1n sealed containers of highly
radioactive solutions because hydrogen and oxygen are released by the radio-
1yt1c decomposition of water. For safety reasons, this phenomenon should be
considered 1f solutions of piutonium or Irradiated fuels with high specific
activities are to be retained 1n sealed containers for more than a few days.

Powder samples can change composition as the humidity varies, and most
powder samples need to be protected from air by means of tightly sealed con-
tainers. Such samples may even be sensitive to changes In glove-box atmospheres.^ '
Plutonium dioxide absorbs moisture from air at a rate that 1s affected by the
ambient relative humidity, the specific surface area of the oxide, and by
properties related to the firing temperature of the oxide. Low-f1red, high
specific surface area oxide 1s quite hygroscopic. Samples of Pirt̂  and mixtures
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containing PuO2 can be sealed, and all operations on gross samples, such as
sieving, mixing, grinding, subsampUng, and weighing can be performed 1n
control!ed-atmosphere gloved boxes.* • • '

Somotimes sample containers are weighed Immediately upon sampling and
again upon subsampUng for analysis, to detect weight changes. However, the
absence of a measurable weight change doesn't rule out appreciable water
absorption on the exposed top layer of powder; a grab sample obtained from the
top portion of a powder bed may yield biased results. For material known to
be unstable, the sample weight or volume can be measured at the time of
sampling, and the entire quantity used 1n the analytical sample. Alternatively,
a known quantity of a tracer material may be added to a measured amount of
sample at the time of sampling to serve as an Internal standard.

U09 may oxidize significantly 1n air, the rate being affected by the
specific surface area, calcining temperature and ambient temperature/ • '
U02 powder also absorbs moisture, but not as rapidly as PuO2 or UOg. Calcined
U02 1s less reactive and 1s ordinarily stable enough for exposure to air for
short periods of time.

U03 not sealed from air Is particularly difficult to maintain at constant
weight. Samples are taken Immediately after batch blending and quickly sealed
1n glass containers. Davison and co-authors* ' reported a procedure at
Windscale which specifies that UOg be sampled, homogenized, and subsampied
for analysis within 30 m1n of the time the UO3 drum Is opened.

Plutonium (IV) polymer may be present 1n piuton1urn solutions that have
not been kept at a sufficiently high acidity. Polymer formation rates also
depend on temperature, plutonium concentration and other factors/ * • '
As a rule, polymer will not form at acidities above 2 M, but an acidity above
4 M 1s required to depoiymerize the piutonium at a reasonable rate 1f 1t has
formed. When the acidity of a plutonium solution sample Is less than about
4 M, tests are made for the presence of polymer/ z' If present, ordinarily
the bulk solution 1s resampied. If polymer 1s present 1n the process solution,
the piutonium In that solution should be depoiymerized before further pro-
cessing or sampling.



Precipitates may form 1n samples upon the cooling of saturated solution
or by the coagulation of colloids or other suspended material. This situation
1s not uncommon with waste solution and uranyl nitrate concentrates. The
presence of any precipitate casts doubt on the validity of the sample as
representative of the bulk material. However. 1f a sample containing a
precipitate 1s to be analyzed, the usual procedures are:

• Redissolve the precipitate by heatingi diluting or treating chemi-
cally before taking the analytical sample, or

• Separate the phases by filtering, determine the proportion of each
component, and analyze each component separately.

4.0 DEVELOPING MIXING AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Each sampling situation requires the experimental development of a
specific procedure designed to achieve the purposes of the sr.mpUng, within
the constraints Imposed by economic, process and equipment limitations. In
many cases, mixing the material 1s an Integral part of sampling. The develop-
ment of the sampling procedure should Include both mixing and sampling tests.
In addition, sample stability may be a problem, and establishing the steps
necessary to protect the sample up to the time of analysis needs to be part
of the procedure development. The initial development Is conducted and
verified before plant startup, when feasible, such as In a pilot plant, to
simplify revision of facilities and equipment if that proves to be necessary.
Periodic retests with actual processes and equipment* not mockups or small
scale equipment, are needed to monitor the procedures, using such methods as
were discussed 1n Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

The main purposes of mixing and sampling procedure development are to
establish methods which Introduce the least possible error Into the measure-
ment, and to gather data from which the uncertainty of the sampling bias
estimate can be derived.*a' The experimental tests conducted 1n sampling

* 'Even 1f the experimental tests lead f> the vMffltsion that there 1s no
sampling bias, there Is a degree of uncertainty about that conclusion
because of the limitations of the tests made. A set of limits can be
established which bound the possible sampling bias that may occur.
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development are evaluated for the quantitative effects of varying the
experimental conditions. The experiments may be designed to determine such
effects as:

• Varying the mixing rate and time.

• Using alternative mixing procedures: e.g., air sparging versus redrcu-
latian of a liquid; mechanical stirring V&F§US tumbling of a powder.

• Changing material properties that may vary between batches, such as
particle size distribution and wetness or, for liquids, viscosity and
density.

• Changing ambient conditions such as humidity and temperature.

• Changing the length of time between sampling and analysis.

Ideally, sampling procedures will be sufficiently Insensitive to
variations that can be reasonably anticipated In material characteristics,
equipment performance, ambient conditions and other parameters that the errors
of sampling will not be appreciably affected by such variations. The potential
sources of error 1n each sampling method should be determined experimentally
so that the conditions that cause error can be guarded against 1n the appli-
cation of the procedures. (See the discussion of the common sources of
sampling error 1n Section 3.1.)

Examples of mixing and sampling procedures currently used 1n the nuclear
Industry and general methods used to develop procedures applicable to specific
sampling problems follow.

4.1 MIXING AND SAMPLING LIQUIDS

4.1.1 Measurement and Storage Tanks

Low-level radioactive wastes and uranium and piuton1urn solutions that do
not contain fission products can be sampled by simple techniques, such as
use of a petcock on a tank or redrcuiation loop. However, closed systems
for filling sample bottles, such as hypodermic needles Inserted through
rubber diaphram closures, are often used to avoid spreading radioactive
material.
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Process solutions 1n high radiation zones are sampled using systems
built Into the shielded processing facilities 1n such a way that the person
who draws samples 1s protected from exposure to radiation. Most of the mixing
and sampling operations of such vessels are controlled remotely. Sampling
usually Involves use of redrcuiation lines from the vessel to a small
receptacle (In a hood or glove box) that 1s accessible to an operator, and
from which analytical samples can be taken. Examples of such sampling systems
are described in Reference 9. The sampling points 1n such vessels are usually
at a fixed position 1n a vessel, and the randomness of sample Increment selection
results from the mixing. Mixing and sampling tests are relied on to establish
procedures that ensure randomness or, Ideally, solution homogeneity before
sampling. Tests should be made periodically to test the adequacy of mixing
and the representativeness of samples taken by the routine procedures because
solution compositions and equipment performance can change from time to time.

When the sampling station 1s at a much higher elevation than the vessel,
Injection of air Into the suction leg of the sampler 1s often required to
provide additional 11ft, especially for hot or dense liquids. Therefore,
sampling error caused by excessive evaporation during the sampling process
should be avoided by precooiing the liquid, presaturating the air, minimizing
the amount of air used, or minimizing the 11ft needed (a design factor).

Critically-safe vessels present a special mixing problem because of their
unusual geometries. For example, a typical assembly consists of a number of
cylinders about 5 1n. 1n diameter and up to 40 ft tall, arranged In a cluster
with Interconnecting ptping such that the cluster functions as a single tank.
The contents of the tanks usually are mixed by red rail atlon and sampled from
a bypass loop In the recircuiatfoA system to a sampling hood or glove box.
Replicate samplings with Intervening redrculation are used to test solution
homogeneity. Such tests are repeated periodically as part of a measurement
control program.

The kind of experimentation required to establish suitable mixing condiy'
tions 1s Illustrated by a series of theoretical and experimental studies
performed by Harrell and Perona*30*31* and Dunn.*32* In these studies the
uniformity of the solution composition was tested as a function of circulation
tine and rate, and type of flow (laminar or turbulent). Flow distributor and
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baffle designs, the presence of suspended solids and Immiscible organic solvent,
and the use of air sparging Instead of redrculation by pumping also were
studied. It 1s clear from the descriptions of these studies that flow rates,
flow times and other mixing conditions necessary to achieve solution homogeneity
may be unique for each system, and that a universal procedure for general
applicability cannot be established. <*

4.1.2 Shipping Containers

The mixing of liquid UFg for sampling has been studied extensively
because of Its Importance 1n the nuclear Industry. Reports resulting from
these studies describe procedures and apparatus used 1n DOE facilities.* '
The procedures were developed by conducting experimental tests with each size
and type of container to establish the minimum required time to liquefy
and thoroughly mix the UFg. Mixing 1s required because Impurities are
stratified by sublimation and condensation of volatile components 1n the
vapor spaces 1n the cylinders, and by settling of solid Impurities.

The recommended mixing and sampling procedure for cylinders of UFg consists
of maintaining the cylinder of UFg at 200°F for a prescribed period of
time.' ' For cylinders of less than 2.5 tons capacity, the liquified UFg 1s
further mixed by rocking or Inverting the cylinder at least five times. After
mixing, the sample 1s drawn off as a liquid Into a previously purged and
evacuated sample container.

Plutonium and enriched uranium feed and product solutions are moved from
plant to plant 1n critically safe bottles with capacities from about 3 to 128,.
The contents of the smaller containers may be mixed by tumbling or rocking and
then sampled by pouring or pipetting. Larger containers can be sampled by a
thief tube. Unless steps are taken to ensure that the solution 1s perfectly
homogeneous, several samples from different depths are taken and composited.

Mixing 1n the larger critically safe bottles Is done with a propeller
stirrer or an air sparger. Neither method 1s very efficient In such containers
because they are long, narrow cylinders. In addition, contamination spread 1s
difficult to avoid. Therefore, proportional sampling of the solution during
transfer may be a preferred alternative. Sampling can be accomplished via a
bypass or tee 1n the transfer line or by vacuum transfer to a sample tube
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directly from the receiving tank, taking either many random Increments or a
continuous proportional sample.

Systematic studies of mixing and sampling techniques and of sampling
error for Plutonium nitrate solution shipments have been described by Byrne
and coworkers and by Miner and Byrne.' • ' Similar experimental studies for
enriched uranyl nitrate product have been made at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant/ ' resulting 1n the technique described previously in Section 3.4.

4.2 MIXING AND SAMPLING POWDERS

Significant variability of composition within containers, within batches,
and within lots 1s more common with powders than liquids. When such variability
could occur, either the bulk material 1s mixed until randomly distributed
(see Section 3.1) or a sampling plan 1s developed that ensures random samples
(see Section 2.2). The latter may consist of collecting many Increments of
material according to either a random or systematic plan and combining these
Increments Into a gross sample.

4.2.1 Mixing Powders

Powder mixing 1s accomplished with mechanical equipment such as rolling
drum mixers, ribbon blenders, V-blenders (twin-shell blenders), ball mills, and
Hfflers/ 7* 8' 9' 1 6* The effectiveness of a mixing operation Is affected by the
physical characteristics of the material (such as surface area, particle sizes
and distribution, particle shape and density, and tendency to cake) and the
characteristics of the mixer (such as size, shape, rate of motion, and configu-
rations of baffles and blades).(7»8«16«17)

An adequate mixing procedure to achieve representative sampling for a spe-
cific material 1s developed by a series of experimental tests. Mixing times,
rotation or stirring rates and other parameters are varied and the effects of
the variables on the uniformity of the mixture 1s tested by determining the
sample standard deviation.

4.2.2 Sampling Powders

The manner 1n which sample Increments of powder are taken (I.e., Increment
size, number of Increments per sample and the kind of sampling device used)
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•varies according to the material's physical and chemical characteristics,
and location. These may Include:

1) Form and Characteristics:

• particle size distribution
• flow behavior
• reactivity toward moisture or oxygen
• chemical stability
• variability of composition

2) Location:

• containers (cans or drums, bins, or mixers)
• conveyors (flowing or Interrupted stream)
• falling stream

Powder compositions often vary appreciably within lots, batches and even
containers, and blending can be hampered by such constraints as equipment sizes
and cr1t1ca!1ty limits. Therefore, probablVty sampling plans should be care-
fully developed in accordance with the principles discussed 1n Section 2.P.I.

It 1s easier to obtain a random sample from a flowing stream while a mate-
rial Is being loaded or unloaded than from containers.v/ Sampling errors
caused by differences In composition from position to position across a flowing
stream and from time to time during a run are avoided by taking many Increments
at random times and by taking a portion across the entire stream for each 1ncre-
ment.* ' ' This 1s often done by hand with, a dipper or scoop (recommended scoop
dimensions and Increment sizes were given In Section 2.2.3), but mechanical
splitters or scoops can yield more consistent samples by removing the human
element from the operation.

A spinning Hffler* • ' 1s a very useful device for both sampling and
splitting powders. Thief probe and core samplers are suitable and convenient
for taking Increments from random locations 1n containers but common weaknesses
of such devices are:

• The probes cannot obtain an Increment from the bottom-most layer 1n
the container.

• Thief and core probes usually distort the layer pattern, 1f any exists.
In the bed of material as they are forced Into position.
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• Auger and vacuum probe types of samplers are subject to a possible sampling
error 1f the probe Is not Inserted at the same rate as the rate of flow of
material Into the auger or evacuated tube.

When a powder cannot be blended thoroughly before sampling* or when 1t has
a tendency to segregate during processing, mixing or other handling (see Section
3.1), special efforts are made to compensate for the process variance (variability
of composition within the population) by such techniques as taking a large
number of Increments by random selection or taking continuous proportional
samples from a flowing stream.

Care 1s necessary to minimize bias 1n splitting or subsampiing the gross
sample. Minimizing random and systematic errors 1s just as Important In
preparing the analysis portion as 1t 1s 1n the primary sampling of the process
material. When achieving homogeneity 1s difficult, subsampiing error 1s
minimized by such techniques as:

• Taking many small Increments at random to make up the portion for a
sample analysis (see Section 2.2.2).

• Dissolving the entire sample and taking the analytical sample from a
homogeneous solution.

• Pulverizing the gross sample to the point that segregation tendencies
disappear (usually smaller than 75 microns) (see Section 2.2.3).

4.3 SAMPLING FUEL PELLETS

A fuel pellet sample Increment Is an entire pellet. A rejected or damaged
pellet Is not a representative sample of product. When between-Item variance
exists (as discussed 1n Section 2.2.2), the number of pellets taken from a
gross lot sample 1s determined by the statistical principles Involved In
sampling Items to determine batch or lot characteristics.' °' For example,
If the standard deviation for uranium content Is 0.05 gram, the number of pellet
samples, n, needed to obtain a lot mean standard deviation of 0.01 gram Is
n » 0.05 2, or 25 (neglecting analytical error).

Pellet samples may be taken continually from a production or testing line
or by random selection from containers. When the former procedure 1s used, a
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systematic method involving a uniform sampling rate (e.g., by time Interval or
flow rate) after a randomly selected starting point 1s convenient. Use of
randomized selection of the time or unit sampled and of the specific pellet
taken may avoid systematic sampling error such as that due to periodicity 1n
product quality.

4.4 SAMPLING WASTES AND SCRAP

Common wastes and scrap 1n nuclear material processing operations are:

• Mixtures of waste liquids and solids or Immiscible liquids.
• Aggrepste material such as broken or rejected fuel pellets.
• Impure powder mixtures such as hood, furnace and gloved box

sweepings* and grinding sludge.
• Contaminated organic material such as gloves, paper, rags and

plastic.
• Contaminated tools, equipment and leached fuel element shells,

ends and chips.

Many of these materials are quite heterogeneous and are difficult to blend.
If only a small quantity of SNM 1s contained 1n the bulk material, a large
sampling error 1s usually tolerable.

Sampling error can generally be reduced by batching waste and scrap
materials according to type and uniformity of composition, and by pulverizing
or ashing and blending materials before sampling. Tests for systematic error
in sampling heterogeneous materials can be made periodically by such
techniques as:

• Analysis of many random sample Increments or a composite of
the Increments for comparison with routine sample data.

• Extensive leaching of the entire lot or of several subiots to
dissolve the SNM, followed by sampling and analysis of the
resultant leach solution or of a homogenized slurry.

• Analysis of the dissolver solutions 1n subsequent waste or
scrap recovery processing of the material.

Following are some general sampling procedures applicable to wastes and scrap
(see also Section 3.1).
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4.4.1 Liquid Wastes

Liquid wastes that are single-phase solutions present no unusual mixing
and sampling problems, but 1f two or more phases are present, such as two
Immiscible liquids (aqueous and organic) or liquid plus solid, representative
sampling 1s more difficult. Precipitate 1n liquid waste 1s common In processing
operations and 1n evaporation or settling ponds.

When a solid-liquid mixture 1s encountered, the alternatives for sampling
are:

• Treat the mixture 1n a suitable manner to convert 1t all to one
phase, such as by dissolving the precipitate.

• Separate the phases, determine the weight proportion of each, and
sample them separately.

• Stir the mixture vigorously enough to obtain a uniform suspension
of the precipitated material and sample the mixture while stirring.

In the last alternative, uniformity of the suspension may not be achievable.
Sampling from various depths 1n the liquid may be required to test the uni-
formity of the suspension. If not uniform, multiple samples from various
depths may be combined for a gross sample that represents the average con-
centration. Sediment 1n ponds or lagoons must usually be core sampled because
vertical stratification 1s expected. Areal stratification can also occur, as
affected by the Inflow and outflow patterns and settling rates. Therefore,
random selections of many coring positions on a grid pattern over the pond may
also be necessary. The best procedure will be obtained only through a system-
atic testing process.

4.4.2 Scrap Materials

This category may Include reject pellets, Impure powders, grinder sludge
and other material that may contain recoverable amounts of SNM. Sampling error
can be substantial, since considerable w1thin-container and between-container
variability are common. Sampling error may often be avoided by using non-
destructive assay for such material. If sampling 1s required, a procedure
that minimizes sampling error can be developed experimentally. Possible
experimental approaches are:
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• Selecting many sample Increments at random from each container
to obtain container composites.

• Blending the contents before sampling by pulverizing or other
vigorous mixing techniques.

• Converting the material to a solution before sampling.

4,4.3 Miscellaneous Solid Waste and Contaminated Equipment

Usually NOA 1s employed to obtain estimates of the amount of SNM 1n solid
wastes and contaminated equipment (see Regulatory Guide 5.11)/ 9^ Often there
1s no practical way to sample such material until It 1s dissolved or acid-
leached to the point that all significant amounts of SNM are 1n solution or
slurry form.

5.0 SUMMARY

Practical guidelines for developing sampling plans and procedures have
been given 1n Sections 3 and 4. Measurement control programs should provide
for routine monitoring of sampling to ensure that measurement errors occurring
1n the sampling process are kept within acceptable limits. Random error 1s
normally monitored by measurements of sample replicates, but systematic error
determinations require experimental testing. The usual test consists of
comparing measurement data from samples taken by the method under test with
data from samples taken by another sampling procedure known to be s bstantlally
unbiased (see Section 3.3).

Samples should always be taken by random selection procedures. When
strictly random sampling 1s not possible, frequent monitoring for error 1s
particularly Important. In addition each sampling procedure should be based
on a plan that takes Into account the predicted characteristics of the material,
such as homogeneity, stability, and state of subdivision, the lot or batch
makeup, accessibility of the material and process or equipment parameters
that may affect the reliability of a sampling procedure.
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